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describe this average sized dark
skinned woman who seems to glow
even without any make up If she
were hundreds of children might not
be alive today
Her desire to help others started

over 25 years ago at university when
she joined a volunteer camp to help
poor farmers in the province How
ever her inspiration went further
back to her imperfect childhood
Coming from a broken family I grew
up as a love deficient child But my

parents taught me an important les
son we should set a good example
for the children instead of just repeti
tively telling them what to do My
father was my role model for making
other people happy and my mother
was a role model for sharing love with
others she says
Suthasinee is the second of three

daughters She spent her childhood
in Rajburana District in Bangkok
Her father was a civil servant who
was often away from home while
her mother was a housewife Today
Suthasinee is taking care of her
mother who has Alzheimer s disease
her father died some years ago
After obtaining a bachelor s degree

in psychology from Bangkok Tech
nical College Suthasinee decided
to take a teaching job in the north
ernmost province of Mae Hong Son
where her students were ethnic
mountaineers Then she moved to

Child Village in the westernmost
province of Kanchanaburi After
that she switched to work for a non
government organisation that aimed
to improve the quality of life of slum
dwellers in the Khiongtoey District
of Bangkok During the course of
working in the slum area Suthasinee
started to notice the great suffering
of many poor HIV AIDS afflicted
children who became orphans after
one or both parents succumbed to the
disease This was especially preva
lent among the migrant workers from
the northeastern part of Thailand
She decided to tackle the problem at
the root cause by choosing to work in
Yasothon province among the poor
est areas in the country since that
was where she attended camp during
her university years

After living in Yasothon for a
while I realised that the problem of
HIV AIDS orphans was much more

complicated than what I had initially
thought I felt compelled to do some
thing to help them by enabling them
to live a happy life with their close
relatives and neighbours The best
strategy is to strengthen the family
bond and promote social acceptance
It is essential to prevent the problems
because we will never be able to solve

them all says Suthasinee
At present Home Hug Orphanage
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accommodates around 87 children

between the ages of two months and
the late teens There were over 100

children last year but several suc
cumbed to complications due to HIV
AIDS while others have completed
their education In addition to those

living in the orphanage Suthasinee
also takes care of some children who

still live with their parents at home
Home Hug Orphanage always

welcomes volunteers to help care
for the children especially during
weekends and school breaks since
supervising close to 100 children
from different backgrounds is no easy
task However Suthasinee warns that
any potential volunteer should not
expect to encounter quiet and pas
sive children The atmosphere at the
orphanage is in her own words like
a world war

During school time the world war
starts from 5 to 7 am The children

wake each other up to get ready for
school In addition to breakfast they
have to take their pills regularly The
older children help out with house
hold chores watering vegetables and
taking care of the younger kids After
the children leave for school the
world war subsides for a few hours It

restarts at around 4 pm and continues
till 8 pm On Saturdays and Sundays
the world war goes on nonstop from 5
am to 8 pm Suthasinee says laugh
ing with noticeable delight

This iron lady been suffer
ing from intestinal cancer
for several years and goes
for treatment from time to

time Although she is fighting hard
with the disease Suthasinee s desire
to help the children never falters

When I feel exhausted I tell them
that I am going to take a rest When
I regain strength I will tend to your

requests again When I lie down my
head becomes a toy for them That
makes the world war subside for a

while Some of them rub my head
while others scratch my hands and
feet Sure enough a lot of them will
use that moment to tell me that their

friends are bullying them However
all the stories are soon forgotten and
they go back to sharing some fun
games again Suthasinee says

Soaring expenses is the biggest
problem for Home Hug Orphanage

especially the cost ofmedicine which
can go up to as much as 800 000 baht
25 800 per month When there is

an outbreak of communicable dis

eases like influenza this goes up to
1 million baht 32 250 To main
tain the orphanage Suthasinee has
sold all of her property including the
house she inherited from her parents
This decision initially infuriated her
sisters but after seeing her dedication

and strong will they have reconciled
Sometimes we are late for the

hospital bills I ask them to send us
an invoice and promise to make the
payment later The thing is there are
sometimes no donors at all espe
cially when the country is facing
an economic slump social divisive
ness and natural disasters including
floods We understand the whole

situation but wish to urge the pub
lic not to overlook the importance of
HIV AIDS problems especially the

growing number of orphans says
Suthasinee

At Home Hug independence
is a key virtue To solve the prob
lem of insufficient food donations
Suthasinee promotes the growing of
vegetables for self consumption and
encourages the children to search for
vegetables or fish anything edible
in their neighbourhood On a good

day the children may see some egg
soup with fish sauce on the table
Unfortunately some days they end
up eating rice with tamarind paste
Many visitors to Home Hug end up

being very surprised The majority of
donors who are from Bangkok pre
sume that the visit will be depressing
but these people usually leave with
tears of joy

We never encourage the chil
dren to promote their suffering as an
attention seeking strategy We want
them to be independent and live with

self esteem and dignity None of my
children look sorrowful or desperate
Because of that many people think
that Home Hug no longer needs any
assistance says Suthasinee
Mother Tiew always promotes

education to her children to help
them survive and to contribute to
society in the future She has fought

tooth and nail to get her kids to sit in
the same class with regular children
She also has to teach her children to

be patient when they are looked upon
with disdain by the parents of the
other kids Even some teachers have

given them pressure in the hopes that
they leave the school

Education is a priceless inheri
tance We can give them nothing
but education If they have a chance
to attend a school and later obtain a

diploma these children will be able
to stand on their own two feet They
will never end up in prostitution or
cause any other social problems
They will probably contribute greatly
to the society says Suthasinee
As ifshe doesn t have enough on her

plate Suthasinee is also enrolled in a
master and doctorate degree in social
development Her simple reason is
she would like to set a good example
for her kids The main message is
that although I am old and sick I have
to go to school says Suthasinee
The first few years of managing

Home Hug gave her another impor
tant lesson death is a natural truth
After doctors confirmed that some of
her children were in the final stage
of the disease Suthasinee decided
to bring them back to the orphanage
She sometimes let them sleep in her
arms at night She told them stories
talked and sang to them After some
terminally ill children confessed that
their last wish was to see the sea for
the first time before they died she
brought them to a seaside city

Some of the kids did get better
and went on to live for more than ten
years Today they still go to school
and help me take care of the younger

children Of course many others
don t make it and I have to let them

go In the past some older children
would have to dig a grave and help
each other to make a coffin Finally
we had to bury them with our own
hands because undertakers refused
to do the job for fear of the disease
This fact is never concealed from the

children I tell them everything even
about suffering and death All the
children ofHome Hug know very well
that one or two of their friends may
not wake up tomorrow They never
ask questions says Suthasinee her
voice cracking
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After composing herself she con
tinues tersely While we are alive
we should love others as much as we

can Don t wait until they are gone
and then weep for nothing Death is
the conclu

sive chapter
of the love

you mutually
share with

someone

Tears cannot

bring the dead back to life So please
give them love and access to medicine
Most of all give them happiness
Suthasinee says that bringing up

children is not difficult but helping
them grow up to be good citizens is
Family members and general society
should give them a chance to learn
to be independent When Home Hug
children come to her with despera
tion her final advice to them is As
soon as you give up and want to die
you start to count down to your last
breath says Suthasinee
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What counts cannot be counted Do good
things and good things will happen

JACK SIM
Mr Toilet

While others shy away from toilet
talk Jack Sim has assumed his throne
Be it appearing in photographs on
top of latrines or proudly identifying
himself as Mr Toilet he has led the
way on a conversation others might
deem uncouth but which he sees as
too important to be hushed away

One and a half million children a

year die from diarrhoea this is not
sensible Jack says in defence of his
long running campaign to improve
toilet sanitation both in his native
Singapore and abroad But can you
imagine which movie star wants to
champion diarrhoea Sanitation does
not yet have its Angelina Jolie
It s an issue that needs a champion

According to UNICEF and the World
Health Organization 72 percent of
the world s population who don t
have access to improved sanitation
facilities almost 1 9 billion people in
all live in Asia The young in par
ticular pay a terrible price more than
90 percent of deaths from diarrhoea
the main waterborne illness tied to a

lack of improved sanitation occur in
children younger than five
Born in 1957 Sim grew up in

1960s poverty stricken Singapore His
mother a tireless entrepreneur cre
ated businesses as diverse as teaching
fellow villagers how to smock and

applying make up for brides on their
wedding day Young Jack s business
training began at age five
After school National Service and

a stint as a building materials sales
man Sim started his first business at
age 24 Over the years his ventures
included companies that sold clay
roof tiles and ballroom dividers as
well as an international school that he

eventually sold for S 105 million 84
million When the Asian economic

downturn hit Singapore in 1997 Sim
came to a realisation he should stop
creating businesses I had enough
food on the table a place to sleep and
some financial freedom he says I
realised you can actually choose and
you don t need to lead that same life
all the time

Sim started looking for a pur
pose volunteering as a counsellor
on a stress hotline then restoring
architectural heritage sites It wasn t
enough he was still an entrepreneur
at heart He had his aha moment

when he read that then Prime Minis

ter Goh Chok Tong had declared that
Singapore should measure its gra
ciousness by the cleanliness of the
public toilets At that time I already
had 40 years of experience ofgoing to
the toilet Sim says
The Restroom Association Sin
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gapore was born in 1998 to address
the lack of cleanliness long lines
for women and the poor design of

Singapore s public toilets When he
discovered that there were at least 15

other toilet associations from Japan to
the United Kingdom Sim decided to
take his campaign to the world The
World Toilet Organization the other
WTO opened its doors on November
19 2001 The non profit organisa
tion operates out of their Singapore
and Cambodia offices with 11 full

time employees with Sim at the helm
as a volunteer It runs on donations

and partnerships with institutions
as diverse as the Asian Development
Bank and Clorox Through the annual
World Toilet Summit and various con

sultancy and research projects it has
set out to improve sanitation globally
and to get people to talk openly and
without embarrassment about toilets
and human waste

Indeed Sim quickly discovered
that the subject is shrouded in lan
guage that is well murky Among
government officials and non gov
ernmental organisations the area is
clinically known as WATSAN water
and sanitation Unfortunately the
SAN part of the equation toilets
is often overlooked in favour of more

palatable WAT work Putting water
next to sanitation is like putting your
grandmother next to Miss Universe
Sanitation doesn t get funding lime
light or awareness Sim quips

By 2008 Sim was working on the
issues of sanitation full time Two

years ago the WTO launched a busi
ness based sanitation project in

Cambodia where more than 11 mil
lion people lack access to toilets and
clean water The SaniShop project
as it is called is designed to make a
toilet the most coveted addition to

the home So far 4000 toilets have
been sold granting toilet access to
20 000 people WTO is now looking
to expand SaniShop across Cambodia
and into other emerging markets such
as India

Though marketing toilets in the
same way as mobile phones might be
unconventional Sim contends that
humanitarian issues need more of a

marketplace approach The more
businessmen who come to the social

sector the faster things will change
They can make money but they have
to have the objective of helping the
world

Over the past decade WTO has
grown from 15 to 235 member organ
isations in 58 countries Through
partnerships with international aid
organisations like the Red Cross
Habitat for Humanity and World
Vision WTO has become a leader in
researching and building sustainable
sanitation It has even set up theWorld
Toilet College which offers courses
in restroom design maintenance and
hygiene for architects toilet cleaners
sanitation and civil engineers and

schoolchildren Since 2005 around
600 people have attended classes in
Singapore and across Asia
To a large extent Sim s achieve

ments are built on the force of his

personality After 20 minutes with
him you begin to wonder why you
have spent your life adhering to
conventional social graces and expec
tations His unconventional approach
extends to his home life with wife

Julie and their four children Faith
18 Truth 15 Worth 14 and Earth 13
Sim encourages his children to take
chances early while they are young
when mistakes have fewer conse

quences When Sim declares My
wife says that I have four children
and she has five Julie sitting beside
him laughs and nods in agreement
His countercultural playful nature

and sense of humour are essential

tools in taking up work that is not a
high priority for many policy mak
ers Sim who was named an Ashoka

Fellow in 2007 for his dedication to

better sanitation figures he has about
9000 days left on Earth which makes
him wonder if he has enough time to
make a dent in the staggering num
ber of people who need improved
sanitation Nevertheless he charges
forward with the simple mantra
What counts cannot be counted Do

good things and good things will hap
pen and everything will get better

BY NATALIE BAILEY
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Even if you have to spend millions to save
one life 1 thinfe it is worth it

PROFESSOR EDWARD NG

Bridge Builder
Professor EdwardNg initially thought
that he would simply be helping to
change the lives of schoolchildren in
the impoverished Maosi Village in
China Pretty soon though his atten
tion would turn to saving those lives
The now 50 year old Ng might

laugh at the memory today but it was
the often brutal reality of day to day
life for the kids in Maosi Village that
turned his head and his life around
back in 2003 Ng and a team of vol
unteers had gathered in the village
situated in the northwestern prov

ince ofGansu to start work on a new

school one that was to be built using
materials better suited to the local
climate than concrete

That substance along with thin
walls and large windows had proved
totally unsuitable for the exist
ing school resulting in the building
becoming furnace like in the sum
mer months and a freezer when the

winter winds began to blow Ng and
his team had come to explain to the
locals that they were there to build
them a school that could cope with
anything nature threw at it And it
was then that he saw the children

Suddenly we realised that the stu
dents were coming to school in their
Wellies Ng recalls smiling and

using the common English phrase for
Wellington or rubber boots

We thought that was strange So
I asked the students to walk me to

the river I found out that they had
to cross a bridge that you couldn t
even call a bridge It was just mud and
dung with a piece of timber on top

Then the students started to tell

me stories So and so got drowned or
washed away the last time This hap
pens once every few years we lose a
friend It was so normal and calm to

them And anything but to Ng
A one time karate obsessed trou

blemaker of whom Hong Kong
teachers had washed their hands
Ng s own fortunes had initially
turned when through the assistance
of the British Council he was able
to further his studies in the United

Kingdom The teachers there he says
treated him like a friend and inspired
him to learn rather than fight
Ng says he was then drawn to the

architectural world through a per
sonal fascination with how buildings
can and should he adds help people
modify their lives
He had walked daily as a child

through the streets that snaked
around the infamous Kowloon

Walled City in Hong Kong one of
the most densely populated places in
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urban history before it was disman
tled in April 1994 That enabled him
to observe life and to observe how

buildings provide for life That s
basically what architecture should be
doing says Ng
On that day in 2003 in that tiny

Chinese village that was exactly the
thought that went racing through
Ng s mind
Ng heard more stories about the

bridge how every year it would get
washed away and the villagers would
have to rebuild it all mud dung and
pieces of timber and that they had
been doing the same thing for hun
dreds of years

I thought even if we build the
school a nice one half the children

have to risk their lives crossing the
bridge and you may lose one or two
a year says Ng I dreamed that one
day maybe no one would have to risk
their life crossing a bridge like this to
go to school in China
Ng then returned home where

after completing his PhD at the Uni
versity of Cambridge he was made a
full professor in 2002 at The Chinese
University of Hong Kong CUHK
where he spends his time teaching
design and lecturing on environmen
tal studies Ng shared the dream with
his students and they decided to call
the project they developed together
A Bridge Too Far
At that time Ng and his team didn t

know how to build bridges had no

money had no idea of how to work in
China and didn t know the villages or
the villagers

We had nothing says Ng We

only knew that there was a need
Ng and his mission which now

comes under the banner of the Wu

Zhi Qiao Bridge to China Charity
Foundation since its establishment

in 2007 have not only built that
bridge for the people of Maosi Vil
lage completed in 2005 but have
taken on a further 21 such projects
across China

The first bridge took just six days
to build following a design sug
gested byAnthony Hunt Ng s former
lecturer and the man who helped
create the acclaimed Eden Project
in Cornwall in the United Kingdom
The design calls for the ingenious
use of local rocks packed into wire
cages and placed on the riverbed
The steel based walkway based
on Tai Chi principles is not for
restraining water as it simply falls

to the riverbed if moved by a torrent
instead of washing away allowing
villagers to retrieve it and put it back
in place when the waters subside
The bridge is also so structurally
sound that no amount of water has

yet been able to shift it
In six days we solved the problem

that they had for hundreds of years
says Ng They were very grateful
They said it was the best thing they

had ever had The kids loved it

they don t need to risk their lives
going to school
Ng and his team of volunteers have

found financial support through
various donors including the Lee
Hysan Foundation allowing them
to extend the work they do to help
ing rebuild villages struck by
earthquakes in Sichuan and Qmghai
Ng has also gained the support of

CUHK which has given him office
space to run his organisation He

says the payback to the university
is that the students who join him as
volunteers increase their learning
experience with a contribution to
life beyond you
He is inspired by this saying We

make a living by what we get but
make a life by what we give

I think that is wonderful says
Ng What defines us is not what we
have but what we do

And the work they are doing in
China which Ng estimates has now
helped between 30 000 and 40 000
people is certain to continue and also
to expand People ask me how many
villagers should there be before you
decide to build a bridge and I say one
One is enough says Ng Even if you
have to spend millions to build one
bridge to save one life I think it is
worth it Life is valuable Life is life

Life is not money
BY MATHEW SCOTT
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Life will be refreshing when you hold on
to your belief and live as you are

SAKURAI KATSUNOBU

Mayor qfMinamisoma City Japan

Born and raised in the quiet agricul
tural town of Minamisoma City in
the Fukushima Prefecture just shy
of 300 kilometres from Tokyo Saku
rai Katsunobu never thought that one
day he would be propelled to inter
national fame But that was exactly
what happened when the 55 year
old mayor took to YouTube to make
an impassioned plea for help for his
townsfolk after the country was hit
by the worst earthquake and tsunami
in its history on March 11
In the 11 minute video posted on

March 24 Sakurai in his beige work
man s clothes and simple square
glasses delivered a stark message to
the international community We
are being forced into starvation
I beg you from my heart to help us
The video garnered over 200 000
views in a matter of weeks

Already badly affected by the
earthquake and tsunami the town s
plight was compounded by the fact
that some parts of it lie within the
20 kilometre radius of the Dai Ichi

nuclear power plant which had sus
tained significant damage during
the natural disaster Resi

dents were ordered to stay
indoors due to radiation

leaks which also hampered
aid efforts Fast running out
of supplies and with no help
coming from the central gov
ernment Sakurai decided to
turn to Internet video tech

nology for the first time in
his life for help The results
were quick Cash donations
and daily necessities poured
in from Japan and the rest of
the world

However Sakurai s prob
lems were not yet fully
resolved High radiation levels in
his town forced many to leave their
homes and livestock He took the first

step ahead of the central government
to work with Professor Kodama Tat
suhiko Director of the Radioisotope
Centre at the University of Tokyo to
work at decontaminating the town so
that people especially children will
feel safe enough to return to their
homes and go back to normal lives

There are still livestock in the area
of the evacuation zone and we have

a duty not to waste life We have to
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show how mothers and children can

return to Minamisoma City and feel
safe he says
The second oldest of four siblings

Sakurai worked on his family s farm
cultivating rice and working with
dairy produce until he was elected
mayor last January His agricul
tural background and love for nature
have helped shape his life philoso
phy When heavy rain or a typhoon

comes everything you cultivated will
be damaged Nature is powerful so if
you treasure nature that will also
mean that you treasure life he says
And Sakurai is serious about

treasuring and protecting life He
plans to rebuild the city by inviting
people from all over the world to
introduce it as an international centre

for environmentally friendly energy
industries He even decided not to

request for nuclear power related
subsidies amounting to 52 million
yen 678 000 for the new fiscal year
that began in April

Life will be refreshing when you
hold on to your belief and live as you
are he says His philosophy shines
through as he continues to deal with
the triple disaster that hit his town
with composure and confidence

BY LAM LYE CHING
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